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Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA Urge Pet Owners to Exercise Caution When Leaving Animals in Cars

Burlingame, CA---The Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA (PHS/SPCA) is urging pet owners to practice caution when leaving animals in cars even though the temperatures may not seem too hot.

“Despite outside temperatures hovering around 68 degrees, the temperature in a vehicle can heat up quickly to dangerous levels, especially for animals,” said PHS/SPCA Communications Manager Buffy Martin-Tarbox. “Recently our animal rescue staff responded to several calls about pets being left in cars. Even though the outside temperature was only 71 degrees, the temperate inside the vehicle was more than 90 degrees, which can cause a life-threatening situation for an animal.”

Short-nosed breeds, like pugs and bulldogs, young pets, seniors or pets with extra weight, respiratory, cardiovascular or other health problems are especially susceptible to heat-related stress.

“Cracked windows do little to alleviate extreme temperatures inside a vehicle, so it’s best to leave pets at home instead of risking their safety,” according to Tarbox. “On a day when it’s 70 degrees outside, the temperature inside a car can hit 90 degrees in just 10 minutes.”

In 2017, a law went into effect in California allowing for people to break vehicle windows to rescue animals from hot cars, if the animals are in imminent danger and the owner can’t be found. However, members of the public concerned about the safety of animals left in vehicles are encouraged to contact PHS/SPCA or local law enforcement to rescue the animal from the car.

“The best safety measure to protect your animal against heat exhaustion, heatstroke or even death, is to leave your pet at home,” said Tarbox.

About the Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA
The Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA (PHS/SPCA) is a local, private, non-profit charitable organization dedicated to animal welfare. Among our major programs, PHS/SPCA adopts fully 100% of the healthy dogs and cats in our care and also, through our charitably funded Hope Program, makes well and finds homes for thousands of animals who come to us sick, injured, or too young to survive without supportive care. PHS/SPCA is truly an open admission shelter, not only accepting many pet animals who might be refused at other shelters, but also taking care of injured and orphaned native wildlife from San Francisco through San Mateo and the northern half of Santa Clara County. Our work means 6,300 lives saved each year. Please visit www.phs-spca.org to learn about all our programs and services, ways to help our animals and special events.
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